
WARM UP STRETCHING 

STATIC STRETCHES (Form a circle. Emphasize the importance of stretching to avoid injuries)   

Standing, legs spread, reach down the middle for 10 sec, repeat for left and right foot 

Standing, legs crossed together, toe touch and hold, count to 10 (3 times) 

Groin splits (squatting catcher position with arms pushing legs out) and hold, count to 10 (3 times) 

Hold foot behind your quad, stretch and hold, count to 10 while practicing keeping balance, then switch legs  (2 times 

each leg) 

Arm Circles: Small to Big, Forward & Back  (30 seconds each way) 

Hug yourself (swing arms level to ground backward and then across the chest) (10 ) 

Flaps  (arms out to the side in L shape then bring forearm forward and down) (10) 

Field goals  (arms straight up and then down to side of chest while keeping hands pointed north (10) 

Arm across (pull arm straight across chest and hold with other forearm and hold, count to 10 (2 each arm) 

Forearm stretch (arm out front and pull fingers back, facing up then facing down, hold and count to 10 each time (2 each 

hand) 

DYNAMIC STRETCHES (line up players on foul line and everyone moves forward together 

then turn around after about 20 yards and head back to foul line) 

High knees (jog slowly forward and bring knee up as high as possible without leaning back) 

Buttkickers (jog slowly forward, kicking feet backward and high up as possible) 

Frankesteins (arms straight out in front and kick legs up, as straight as possible to hands) 

shuffle shuffle stretch (side shuffle, then sideways lunge as low as possible forward and then backward, and then 

shuffle, shuffle, repeat) 

Lunge & Twist (walking forward, then lunge and twist to one side and then the other, keeping arms up in L shape to the 

sides) 

Quad Walks (take a few steps and then pull foot up behind you, repeat with other leg) 

Knee pulls (take a few steps and then pull knee up to chest, repeat with other leg) 

Hip pulls (take a few  steps and then pull foot up in front of you, with knee sideways) 

Sprints x2  

 

 


